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Aircraft Oxygen Systems 
 

The negative effects of reduced atmospheric pressure at flight altitudes, forcing less oxygen 

into the blood, can be overcome. There are two ways this is commonly done: increase the 

pressure of the oxygen or increase the quantity of oxygen in the air mixture. Large transport- 

category and high performance passenger aircraft pressurize the air in the cabin. This serves to 

push more of the normal 21 percent oxygen found in the air into the blood for saturation. 

Techniques for pressurization are discussed later in this chapter. When utilized, the percentage 

of oxygen available for breathing remains the same; only the pressure  is increased. By 

increasing the quantity of oxygen available in the lungs, less pressure is required to saturate the 

blood. This is the basic function of an aircraft oxygen system. Increasing the level of oxygen 

above the 21 percent found in the atmosphere can offset the reduced pressure encountered as 

altitude increases. 

Oxygen may be regulated into the air that is breathed so as to maintain a sufficient amount  for 

blood saturation. Normal mental and physical activity can be maintained at indicated altitudes 

of up to about 40,000 feet with the sole use of supplemental oxygen. Oxygen systems that 

increase the quantity of oxygen in breathing air are most commonly used as primary systems in 

small and medium size aircraft designed without cabin pressurization. Pressurized aircraft 

utilize oxygen systems as a means of redundancy should pressurization fail. Portable oxygen 

equipment may also be aboard for first aid purposes. 

Forms of Oxygen 

 Gaseous Oxygen 

 Liquid Oxygen 

 Chemical or Solid Oxygen 

 
 

Onboard Oxygen Generating Systems (OBOGS) 



The molecular sieve method of separating oxygen from the other gases in air has application in 

flight, as well as on the ground. The sieves are relatively light in weight and relieve the aviator 

of a need for ground support for the oxygen supply. Onboard oxygen generating systems on 

military aircraft pass bleed air from turbine engines through a sieve that separates the oxygen 

for breathing use. Some of the separated oxygen is also used to purge the sieve of the nitrogen 

and other gases that keep it fresh for use. Use of this type of oxygen production in civilian 

aircraft is anticipated. [Figure 16-8] 

 
Oxygen Systems and Components 

Built-in and portable oxygen systems are used in civilian aviation. They use gaseous or solid 

oxygen (oxygen generators) as suits the purpose and aircraft. LOX systems and molecular sieve 

oxygen systems are not discussed, as current applications on civilian aircraft are limited. 

Gaseous Oxygen Systems 

The use of gaseous oxygen in aviation is common; however, applications vary. On a light 

aircraft, it may consist of a small carry-on portable cylinder with a single mask attached via a 

hose to a regulator on the bottle. Larger portable cylinders may be fitted with a regulator that 

divides the outlet flow for 2–4 people. Built-in oxygen systems on high performance  and light 

twin-engine aircraft typically have a location where oxygen cylinders are installed to feed a 

distribution system via tubing and a regulator. The passenger compartment may have multiple 

breathing stations plumbed so that each passenger can individually plug in a hose and mask if 

oxygen is needed. A central regulator is normally controlled by the flight crew who may have 

their own separate regulator and oxygen cylinder. Transport category aircraft may use an 

elaborate built-in gaseous oxygen system as a backup system to cabin pressurization. In all of 

these cases, oxygen is stored as a gas at atmospheric temperature in high-pressure cylinders. It 

is distributed through a system with various components that are described in this section. 

Oxygen Storage Cylinders 

Gaseous oxygen is stored and transported in high-pressure cylinders. Traditionally, these  have 

been heavy steel tanks rated for 1800–1850 psi of pressure and capable of maintaining pressure 

up to 2,400 psi. While these performed adequately, lighter weight tanks were sought. Some 

newer cylinders are comprised of a lightweight aluminum shell wrapped by Kevlar®. These 

cylinders are capable of carrying the same amount of oxygen at the same pressure as steel tanks, 

but weigh much less. Also available are heavy-walled all-aluminum cylinders. These units are 

common as carry-on portable oxygen used in light aircraft. 

Most oxygen storage cylinders are painted green, but yellow and other colours may  be used as 

well. They are certified to Department of Transportation (DOT) specifications. To ensure 

serviceability, cylinders must be hydrostatically tested periodically. In general, a hydrostatic 

test consists of filling the container with water and pressurizing it to 5⁄3 of its certified rating. 

It should not leak, rupture, or deform beyond an established limit. 

Oxygen Systems and Regulators 

The design of the various oxygen systems used in aircraft depends largely on the type of 

aircraft, its operational requirements, and whether the aircraft has a pressurization system. 

Systems are often characterized by the type of regulator used to dispense the oxygen: 

continuous-flow and demand flow. In some aircraft, a continuous-flow oxygen system is 

installed for both passengers and crew. The pressure demand system is widely used as a crew 

system, especially on the larger transport aircraft. Many aircraft have a combination of both 

systems that may be augmented by portable equipment. 



Continuous-Flow Systems 

In its simplest form, a continuous-flow oxygen system allows oxygen to exit the storage tank 

through a valve and passes it through a regulator/reducer attached to the top of the tank. The 

flow of high-pressure oxygen passes through a section of the regulator that reduces the pressure 

of the oxygen, which is then fed into a hose attached to a mask worn by the user. Once the valve 

is opened, the flow of oxygen is continuous. Even when the user is exhaling, or when the mask 

is not in use, a preset flow of oxygen continues until the tank valve is closed. On some systems, 

fine adjustment to the flow can be made with an adjustable flow indicator that is installed in the 

hose in line to the mask. A portable oxygen setup for a light aircraft exemplifies this type of 

continuous-flow system. 

A more sophisticated continuous-flow oxygen system uses a regulator that is adjustable to 

provide varying amounts of oxygen flow to match increasing need as altitude increases. 

These regulators can be manual or automatic in design. Manual continuous-flow regulators are 

adjusted by the crew as altitude changes. Automatic continuous-flow regulators have a built in 

aneroid. As the aneroid expands with altitude, a mechanism allows more oxygen to flow though 

the regulator to the users. 

A manual continuous flow oxygen system may have a regulator that is adjusted by the pilot as 

altitude varies. By turning the knob, the left gauge can be made to match the flight altitude 

thus increasing and decreasing flow as altitude changes. 

 
Many continuous-flow systems include a fixed location for the oxygen cylinders with 

permanent delivery plumbing installed to all passenger and crew stations in the cabin. 

In large aircraft, separate storage cylinders for crew and passengers are typical. Fully integrated 

oxygen systems usually have separate, remotely mounted components to reduce pressure and 

regulate flow. A pressure relief valve is also typically installed in the system, as is some sort of 

filter and a gauge to indicate the amount of oxygen pressure remaining in the storage 

cylinder(s). Figure below diagrams the type of continuous-flow system that is found on small 

to medium sized aircraft. 



 

Continuous flow oxygen system found on small to medium size aircraft. 

Built-in continuous-flow gaseous oxygen systems accomplish a final flow rate to individual 

user stations through the use of a calibrated orifice in each mask. Larger diameter orifices are 

usually used in crew masks to provide greater flow than that for passengers. Special oxygen 

masks provide even greater flow via larger orifices for passengers travelling with medical 

conditions requiring full saturation of the blood with oxygen. 

Allowing oxygen to continuously flow from the storage cylinder can be wasteful. Lowest 

sufficient flow rates can be accomplished through the use of rebreather apparatus. 

Oxygen and air that is exhaled still contains usable oxygen. By capturing this oxygen in a  bag, 

or in a cannula with oxygen absorbing reservoirs, it can be inhaled with the next breath, 

reducing waste. 

A rebreather cannula (A) and rebreather bag (B) capture exhaled oxygen to be inhaled on 

the next breath. This conserves oxygen by permitting lower flow rates in continuous flow 

systems. The red and green devices are optional flow indicators that allow the user to 

monitor oxygen flow rate. The type shown also contains needle valves for final regulation of 

the flow rate to each user. 



The passenger section of a continuous-flow oxygen system may consist of a series of plug-in 

supply sockets fitted to the cabin walls adjacent to the passenger seats to which oxygen  masks 

can be connected. Flow is inhibited until a passenger manually plugs in. When used as an 

emergency system in pressurized aircraft, depressurization automatically triggers the 

deployment of oxygen ready continuous-flow masks at each passenger station. A lanyard 

attached to the mask turns on the flow to each mask when it is pulled toward the  passenger  for 

use. 

A passenger service unit (psu) is hinged over each row of seats in an airliner. Four yellow 

continuous flow oxygen masks are shown deployed. They are normally stored behind a 

separate hinged panel that opens to allow the masks to fall from the PSU for use. 

The masks are normally stowed overhead in the passenger service unit (PSU). [Figure 16-15] 

Deployment of the emergency continuous-flow passenger oxygen masks may also be 

controlled by the crew. 

The crew can deploy passenger emergency continuous flow oxygen masks and supply with a 

switch in the cockpit. 

Continuous-flow oxygen masks are simple devices made to direct flow to the nose and mouth 

of the wearer. They fit snugly but are not air tight. Vent holes allow cabin air to mix with the 

oxygen and provide escape for exhalation. In a rebreather mask, the vents allow the exhaled 

mixture that is not trapped in the rebreather bag to escape. This is appropriate, because this is 

the air-oxygen mixture that has been in the lungs the longest, so it has less recoverable  oxygen 

to be breathed again. 



 

Examples of different continuous-flow oxygen masks. 

Demand-Flow Systems 

When oxygen is delivered only as the user inhales, or on demand, it is known as a demand- 

flow system. During the hold and exhalation periods of breathing, the oxygen supply is 

stopped. Thus, the duration of the oxygen supply is prolonged as none is wasted. Demand- 

flow systems are used most frequently by the crew on high performance and air transport 

category aircraft. 

 

Location of demand-flow oxygen components on a transport category aircraft. 

 

Demand-flow systems are similar to continuous-flow systems in that a cylinder delivers oxygen 

through a valve when opened. The tank pressure gauge, filter(s), pressure relief valve, and any 

plumbing installed to refill the cylinder while installed on the aircraft are all similar to those in 

a continuous flow system. The high-pressure oxygen also passes through a pressure reducer 

and a regulator to adjust the pressure and flow to the user. But, demand-flow oxygen regulators 

differ significantly from continuous-flow oxygen regulators. They work in conjunction with 

close-fitting demand-type masks to control the flow of oxygen. [Figure 16- 19] 



 
A demand regulator and demand-type mask work together to control flow and conserve 

oxygen. Demand-flow masks are close fitting so that when the user inhales, low pressure is 

created in the regulator, which allows oxygen to flow. Exhaled air escapes through ports in 

the mask, and the regulator ceases the flow of oxygen until the next inhalation. 

 

In a demand-flow oxygen system, the system pressure reducing valve is sometimes called a 

pressure regulator. This device lowers the oxygen pressure from the storage cylinder(s) to 

roughly 60–85 psi and delivers it to individual regulators dedicated for each user. A pressure 

reduction also occurs at the inlet of the individual regulator by limiting the size of the inlet 

orifice. There are two types of individual regulators: the diluter-demand type and the pressure-

demand type. [Figure below] 
 

 

The two basic types of regulators used in demand flow oxygen systems. The panel below the 

diluter demand regulator on the left is available for mask hose plug in (left), lanyard mask 

hanger (center), and microphone plug in (right). Most high performance demand type masks 

have a microphone built-in. 

 

The diluter-demand type regulator holds back the flow of oxygen until the user inhales with a 

demand-type oxygen mask. The regulator dilutes the pure oxygen supply with cabin air each 

time a breath is drawn. With its control toggle switch set to normal, the amount of dilution 

depends on the cabin altitude. As altitude increases, an aneroid allows more oxygen and less 

cabin air to be delivered to the user by adjusting flows through a metering valve. At 

approximately 34,000 feet, the diluter-demand regulator meters 100 percent oxygen. 

This should not be needed unless cabin pressurization fails. Additionally, the user may select 

100 percent oxygen delivery at any time by positioning the oxygen selection lever on the 



regulator. A built-in emergency switch also delivers 100 percent oxygen, but in a continuous 
flow as the demand function is bypassed. [Figure below] 

Pressure-demand oxygen systems operate similarly to diluter demand systems, except that 

oxygen is delivered through the individual pressure regulator(s) under higher pressure. When 

the demand valve is unseated, oxygen under pressure forces its way into the lungs of the user. 

The demand function still operates, extending the overall supply of oxygen beyond that of a 

continuous-flow system. Dilution with cabin air also occurs if cabin altitude is less than 34,000 

feet. 

Pressure-demand regulators are used on aircraft that regularly fly at 40,000 feet and above. 

They are also found on many airliners and high-performance aircraft that may not typically fly 

that high. Forcing oxygen into the lungs under pressure ensures saturation of the blood, 

regardless of altitude or cabin altitude. Both diluter-demand and pressure-demand regulators 

also come in mask-mounted versions. The operation is essentially the same as that of panel- 

mounted regulators. [Figure below] 

 

A mask-mounted version of a miniature diluter-demand regulator designed for use in general 

aviation (left), a mechanical quick-donning diluter-demand mask with the regulator on the 

mask (center), and an inflatable quick-donning mask (right). Squeezing the red grips directs 

oxygen into the hollow straps. 

Flow Indicators 

Flow indicators, or flow meters, are common in all oxygen systems. They usually consist of a 

lightweight object, or apparatus, that is moved by the oxygen stream. When flow exists, this 

movement signals the user in some way. Many flow meters in continuous-flow oxygen systems 

also double as flow rate adjusters. Needle valves fitted into the flow indicator housing can fine-

adjust the oxygen delivery rate. Demand-flow oxygen systems usually have flow indicators 

built into the individual regulators at each user station. Some contain a blinking device that 

activates when the user inhales and oxygen is delivered. Others move a colored pith object into 

a window. Regardless, flow indicators provide a quick verification that an oxygen system is 

functioning. 

Different flow indicators are used to provide verification that the oxygen system is functioning. 

Other demand-flow indicators are built into the oxygen regulators. [Figure below] 



 

Different flow indicators are used to provide verification that the oxygen system is 

functioning: continuous-flow, in-line (left); continuous-flow, in-line with valve adjuster 

(center); and old style demand flow (right). 

 

A recent development in general aviation oxygen systems is the electronic pulse demand 

oxygen delivery system (EDS). A small, portable EDS unit is made to connect between the 

oxygen source and the mask in a continuous-flow oxygen system. It delivers timed pulses of 

oxygen to the wearer on demand, saving oxygen normally lost during the hold and exhale 

segments of the breathing cycle. Advanced pressure sensing and processing allows the unit to 

deliver oxygen only when an inhalation starts. It can also sense differences in users’  breathing 

cycles and physiologies and adjust the flow of oxygen accordingly. A built-in pressure-sensing 

device adjusts the amount of oxygen released as altitude changes. 

[Figure below] 

 
A portable two-person electronic pulse-demand (EPD) oxygen regulating unit. 

Permanently mounted EPD systems are also available. They typically integrate with an 

electronic valve/regulator on the oxygen cylinder and come with an emergency bypass switch 

to provide continuous-flow oxygen should the system malfunction. A liquid crystal display 

(LCD) monitor/control panel displays numerous system operating parameters and allows 

adjustments to the automatic settings. This type of electronic metering of oxygen has also been 

developed for passenger emergency oxygen use in airliners. 
 



The key components of a built-in electronic pulse demand oxygen metering system: (A) 

electronic regulator, (B) oxygen station distributer unit, (C) command/display unit, (D) 

emergency bypass switch. 

 

Oxygen Plumbing and Valves 

Tubing and fittings make up most of the oxygen system plumbing and connect the various 

components. Most lines are metal in permanent installations. High-pressure lines are usually 

stainless steel. Tubing in the low-pressure parts of the oxygen system is typically aluminum. 

Flexible plastic hosing is used deliver oxygen to the masks; its use is increasing in permanent 

installations to save weight. Installed oxygen tubing is usually identified with colour coded tape 

applied to each end of the tubing, and at specified intervals along its length. The tape coding 

consists of a green band overprinted with the words “BREATHING OXYGEN” and a black 

rectangular symbol overprinted on a white background border strip. 
 

Colour-coded tape used to identify oxygen tubing. 

 

Tubing-to-tubing fittings in oxygen systems are often designed with straight threads to receive 

flared tube connections. Tubing-to-component fittings usually have straight threads on the 

tubing end and external pipe threads (tapered) on the other end for attachment to the 

component. 

The fittings are typically made of the same material as the tubing (i.e., aluminum or steel). 

Flared and flareless fittings are both used, depending on the system. Five types of valves are 

commonly found in high-pressure gaseous oxygen systems: filler, check, shutoff, pressure 

reducer, and pressure relief. They function as they would in any other system with one 

exception: oxygen system shutoff valves are specifically designed to open slowly. 

The ignition point for any substances is lower in pure oxygen than it is in air. When high- 

pressure oxygen is allowed to rush into a low-pressure area, its velocity could reach the speed 

of sound. If it encounters an obstruction (a valve seat, an elbow, a piece of contaminant, etc.), 

the oxygen compresses. With this compression, known as adiabatic compression (since it builds 

so quickly no heat is lost to its surroundings), comes high temperature. Under pressure, this 

high temperature exceeds the ignition point of the material the oxygen encounters and a fire or 

explosion results. A stainless steel line, for example, would not normally burn and is used for 

carrying numerous fluids under high pressure. But under high pressure and temperature in the 

presence of 100 percent oxygen, even stainless steel can ignite. 

To combat this issue, all oxygen shutoff valves are slow, opening valves designed to decrease 

velocity. 



 

This high-pressure oxygen system shutoff valve has fine-pitch threads and a regulating stem 

to slow the flow of oxygen through the valve. A soft valve seat is also included to assure the 

valve closes completely. 

 

Additionally, technicians should always open all oxygen valves slowly. Keeping oxygen  from 

rushing into a low pressure area should be a major concern when working with high- pressure 

gaseous oxygen systems. 

Oxygen cylinder valves and high-pressure systems are often provided with a relief valve should 

the desired pressure be exceeded. Often, the valve is ported to an indicating or blowout disk. 

This is located in a conspicuous place, such as the fuselage skin, where it can  be seen during 

walk-around inspection. Most blowout disks are green. The absence of the green disk indicates 

the relief valve has opened, and the cause should be investigated before flight. 

 
An oxygen blowout plug on the side of the fuselage indicates when pressure relief has 

occurred and should be investigated. 

Chemical Oxygen Systems 

The two primary types of chemical oxygen systems are the portable type, much like a portable 

carry-on gaseous oxygen cylinder, and the fully integrated supplementary oxygen system used 

as backup on pressurized aircraft in case of pressurization failure. This latter use of solid 

chemical oxygen generators is most common on airliners. The  generators are stored in the 

overhead PSU attached to hoses and masks for every passenger on board the aircraft. When a 

depressurization occurs, or the flight crew activates a switch, a compartment door opens and 

the masks and hoses fall out in front of the passengers. The action of pulling the mask down to 

a usable position actuates an electric current, or ignition hammer, that ignites the oxygen candle 

and initiates the flow of oxygen. Typically, 10 to 20 minutes of oxygen is available for each 

user. This is calculated to be enough time for the aircraft to descend to a safe altitude for 

unassisted breathing. 



 

An oxygen generator mounted in place in an overhead passenger service unit of an air 

transport category aircraft. 

 

Chemical oxygen systems are unique in that they do not produce the oxygen until it is time to 

be used. This allows safer transportation of the oxygen supply with less maintenance. Chemical 

oxygen-generating systems also require less space and weigh less than gaseous oxygen systems 

supplying the same number of people. Long runs of tubing, fittings, regulators, and other 

components are avoided, as are heavy gaseous oxygen storage cylinders. Each passenger row 

grouping has its own fully independent chemical oxygen generator. The generators, which 

often weigh less than a pound, are insulated and can burn completely without getting hot. The 

size of the orifice opening in the hose-attach nipples regulates the continuous flow of oxygen 

to the users. 

 

LOX Systems 

LOX systems are rarely used in civilian aviation. They may be encountered on former military 

aircraft now in the civilian fleet. As mentioned, the storage of LOX requires a special container 

system. The plumbing arrangement to convert the liquid to a usable gas is also unique. It 

basically consists of a controlled heat exchange assembly of tubing and valves. Overboard 

pressure relief is provided for excessive temperature situations. Once gaseous, the LOX system 

is the same as it is in any comparable gaseous oxygen delivery system. Use of pressure-demand 

regulators and masks is common. Consult the manufacturer’s maintenance manual for further 

information if a LOX system is encountered. 

 

 
 

AIRCRAFT PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS 

 

Pressure of the Atmosphere 

 

The gases of the atmosphere (air), although invisible, have weight. A one square inch 

column of air stretching from sea level into space weighs 14.7 pounds. Therefore, it can be 

stated that the pressure of the atmosphere, or atmospheric pressure, at sea level is 14.7 psi. 



 
The weight exerted by a 1 square inch column of air stretching from sea level to the top of the 

atmosphere is what is measured when it is said that atmospheric pressure is equal to 14.7 

pounds per square inch. 

 

Atmospheric pressure is also known as barometric pressure and is measured with a  barometer. 

[Figure below] Expressed in various ways, such as in inches of mercury or millimetres of 

mercury, these measurements come from observing the height of mercury in a column when air 

pressure is exerted on a reservoir of mercury into which the column is set. The column must be 

evacuated so air inside does not act against the mercury rising.  A column of mercury 29.92 

inches high weighs the same as a column of air that extends from sea level to the top of the 

atmosphere and has the same cross-section as the column of mercury. 

 

The weight of the atmosphere pushes down on the mercury in the reservoir of a barometer, 

which causes mercury to rise in the column. At sea level, mercury is forced up into the 

column approximately 29.92 inches. Therefore, it is said that barometric pressure is 29.92 

inches of mercury at sea level. 

 

Aviators often interchange references to atmospheric pressure between linear displacement 

(e.g., inches of mercury) and units of force (e.g., psi). Over the years, meteorology has shifted 

its use of linear displacement representation of atmospheric pressure to units of force. However, 

the unit of force nearly universally used today to represent atmospheric pressure in meteorology 

is the hectopascal (hPa). A hectopascal is a metric (SI) unit that expresses force in newtons per 

square meter. 1,013.2 hPa is equal to 14.7 psi. 



 

 
Various equivalent representations of atmospheric pressure at sea level. 

 

Atmospheric pressure decreases with increasing altitude. The simplest explanation for this is 

that the column of air that is weighed is shorter. How the pressure changes for a  given altitude 

is shown in Figure below. The decrease in pressure is a rapid one and, at 50,000 feet, the 

atmospheric pressure has dropped to almost one-tenth of the sea level value. 

 
Atmospheric pressure decreasing with altitude. At sea level the pressure is 14.7 psi, while at 

40,000 feet, as the dotted lines show, the pressure is only 2.72 psi. 

 

Temperature and Altitude 

Temperature variations in the atmosphere are of concern to aviators. Weather systems produce 

changes in temperature near the earth’s surface. Temperature also changes as altitude is 

increased. The troposphere is the lowest layer of the atmosphere. On average, it  ranges from 

the earth’s surface to about 38,000 feet above it. Over the poles, the troposphere extends to only 

25,000–30,000 feet and, at the equator; it may extend to around 60,000 feet. This oblong nature 

of the troposphere is illustrated in Figure below. 

 

The troposphere extends higher above the earth’s surface at the equator than it does at the 
poles. 



Most civilian aviation takes place in the troposphere in which temperature decreases as altitude 

increases. The rate of change is somewhat constant at about –2 °C or –3.5 °F for every 1,000 

feet of increase in altitude. The upper boundary of the troposphere is the tropopause. It is 

characterized as a zone of relatively constant temperature of –57 °C or –69 

°F. 
Above the tropopause lies the stratosphere. Temperature increases with altitude in the 

stratosphere to near 0 °C before decreasing again in the mesosphere, which lies above it. The 

stratosphere contains the ozone layer that protects the earth’s inhabitants from harmful UV 

rays. Some civilian flights and numerous military flights occur in the stratosphere. 

 
The atmospheric layers with temperature changes depicted by the red line. 

 

When an aircraft is flown at high altitude, it burns less fuel for a given airspeed than it does for 

the same speed at a lower altitude. This is due to decreased drag that results from the reduction 

in air density. Bad weather and turbulence can also be avoided by flying in the relatively smooth 

air above storms and convective activity that occur in the lower troposphere. 

To take advantage of these efficiencies, aircraft are equipped with environmental systems to 

overcome extreme temperature and pressure levels. While supplemental oxygen and a means 

of staying warm suffice, aircraft pressurization and air conditioning systems have been 

developed to make high altitude flight more comfortable. Figure 16-40 illustrates the 

temperatures and pressures at various altitudes in the atmosphere.



Pressurization Terms 

The following terms should be understood for the discussion of pressurization and cabin 
environmental systems that follows: 

1. Cabin altitude—given the air pressure inside the cabin, the altitude on a standard day that 
has the same pressure as that in the cabin. Rather than saying the pressure inside the cabin is 

10.92 psi, it can be said that the cabin altitude is 8,000 feet (MSL). 
2. Cabin differential pressure—the difference between the air pressure inside the cabin and the 

air pressure outside the cabin. Cabin pressure (psi) – ambient pressure (psi) = cabin differential 

pressure (psid or Δ psi). 

3. Cabin rate of climb—the rate of change of air pressure inside the cabin, expressed in feet 
per minute (fpm) of cabin altitude change. 

 

Pressurization Issues 

Pressurizing an aircraft cabin assists in making flight possible in the hostile environment of the 

upper atmosphere. The degree of pressurization and the operating altitude of any aircraft are 

limited by critical design factors. A cabin pressurization system must accomplish several 

functions if it is to ensure adequate passenger comfort and safety. It must be capable of 

maintaining a cabin pressure altitude of approximately 8,000 feet or lower regardless of the 

cruising altitude of the aircraft. This is to ensure that passengers and crew have enough oxygen 

present at sufficient pressure to facilitate full blood saturation. A pressurization system must 

also be designed to prevent rapid changes of cabin pressure, which can be uncomfortable or 

injurious to passengers and crew. Additionally, a pressurization system should circulate air 

from inside the cabin to the outside at a rate that quickly eliminates odors and to remove stale 

air. Cabin air must also be heated or cooled on pressurized aircraft. Typically, these functions 

are incorporated into the pressurization source. 

 

To pressurize, a portion of the aircraft designed to contain air at a pressure higher than outside 

atmospheric pressure must be sealed. A wide variety of materials facilitate this. 



Compressible seals around doors combine with various other seals, grommets, and sealants to 

essentially establish an air tight pressure vessel. This usually includes the cabin, flight 

compartment, and the baggage compartments. Air is then pumped into this area at a constant 

rate sufficient to raise the pressure slightly above that which is needed. Control is maintained 

by adjusting the rate at which the air is allowed to flow out of the aircraft. A key factor in 

pressurization is the ability of the fuselage to withstand the forces associated with the increase 

in pressure inside the structure versus the ambient pressure outside. This differential pressure 

can range from 3.5 psi for a single engine reciprocating aircraft, to approximately 9 psi on high 

performance jet aircraft. [Figure below] If the weight of the aircraft structure were of no 

concern, this would not be a problem. Making an aircraft strong for pressurization, yet also 

light, has been an engineering challenge met over numerous years beginning in the 1930s. The 

development of jet aircraft and their ability to exploit low drag flight at higher altitude made the 

problem even more pronounced. Today, the proliferation of composite materials in aircraft 

structure continues this engineering challenge. 

 

Differential pressure (psid) is calculated by subtracting the ambient air pressure from the 
cabin air pressure. 

In addition to being strong enough to withstand the pressure differential between the air  inside 

and the air outside the cabin, metal fatigue from repeated pressurization and depressurization 

weakens the airframe. Some early pressurized aircraft structures failed due to this and resulted 

in fatal accidents. The FAA’s aging aircraft program was instituted to increase inspection 

scrutiny of older airframes that may show signs of fatigue due to the pressurization cycle. 

Aircraft of any size may be pressurized. Weight considerations when making the fuselage 

strong enough to endure pressurization usually limit pressurization to high performance light 

aircraft and larger aircraft. A few pressurized single-engine reciprocating aircraft exist, as well 

as many pressurized single-engine turboprop aircraft. 

 

Sources of Pressurized Air 

The source of air to pressurize an aircraft varies mainly with engine type. Reciprocating aircraft 

have pressurization sources different from those of turbine-powered aircraft.  Note that the 

compression of air raises its temperature. A means for keeping pressurization air cool enough 

is built into most pressurization systems. It may be in the form of a heat exchanger, using cold 

ambient air to modify the temperature of the air from the pressurization source. A 



full air cycle air conditioning system with expansion turbine may also be used. The latter 

provides the advantage of temperature control on the ground and at low altitudes where ambient 

air temperature may be higher than comfortable for the passengers and crew. 

 

Reciprocating Engine Aircraft 

There are three typical sources of air used to pressurize reciprocating aircraft: supercharger, 

turbocharger, and engine-driven compressor. Superchargers and turbochargers are installed on 

reciprocating engines to permit better performance at high altitude by increasing the quantity 

and pressure of the air in the induction system. Some of the air produced by each of these can 

be routed into the cabin to pressurize it. 

A supercharger is mechanically driven by the engine. Despite engine performance increases 

due to higher induction system pressure, some of the engine output is utilized by the 

supercharger. Furthermore, superchargers have limited capability to increase engine 

performance. If supplying both the intake and the cabin with air, the engine performance ceiling 

is lower than if the aircraft were not pressurized. 

Superchargers must be located upstream of the fuel delivery to be used for pressurization. They 

are found on older reciprocating engine aircraft, including those with radial engines. 

 

A reciprocating engine supercharger can be used as a source of pressurization if it is 

upstream of carburetion. 
 

The radial engine supercharger cannot be used since fuel is introduced before the 

supercharger impeller compresses the air. 



Turbochargers, sometimes known as turbo superchargers, are driven by engine exhaust gases. 

They are the most common source of pressurization on modern reciprocating engine aircraft. 

The turbocharger impeller shaft extends through the bearing housing to support a compression 

impeller in a separate housing. By using some of the turbocharger compressed air for cabin 

pressurization, less is available for the intake charge, resulting in lower overall engine 

performance. Nonetheless, the otherwise wasted exhaust gases are put to work in the 

turbocharger compressor, enabling high altitude flight with the benefits of low drag and weather 

avoidance in relative comfort and without the use of supplemental oxygen. [Figures below] 

 

A turbocharger used for pressurizing cabin air and engine intake air on a reciprocating 

engine aircraft. 

 
A turbocharger installation on a reciprocating aircraft engine (top left side). 

 

Both superchargers and turbochargers are oil lubricated. The supercharger is part of the fuel 

intake system and the turbocharger is part of the exhaust system. As such, there is a risk of 

contamination of cabin air from oil, fuel, or exhaust fumes should a malfunction occur, a 

shortcoming of these pressurization sources. 

A third source of air for pressurizing the cabin in reciprocating aircraft is an engine driven 

compressor. Either belt driven or gear driven by the accessory drive, an independent, dedicated 

compressor for pressurization avoids some of the potential contamination issues of 

superchargers and turbochargers. The compressor device does, however, add significant 

weight. It also consumes engine output since it is engine driven. 



The roots blower is used on older, large reciprocating engine aircraft. [Figure below] The  two 

lobes in this compressor do not touch each other or the compressor housing. As they rotate, air 

enters the space between the lobes and is compressed and delivered to the cabin for 

pressurization. 

 

A roots blower found on older pressurized aircraft is gear driven by the engine. It pressurizes 

air as the rotors rotate very close to each other without touching. 

 

Independent engine-driven centrifugal compressors can also be found on reciprocating engine 

aircraft. [Figure below] A variable ratio gear drive system is used to maintain a constant rate 

of airflow during changes of engine rpm. 

 
A centrifugal cabin supercharger. 

 

venturi by the bleed air flow, air is drawn in from outside the aircraft. It mixes with the bleed 

air and is delivered to the pressure vessel to pressurize it. An advantage of this type of 

pressurization is the lack of moving parts. [Figure below] A disadvantage is only a relatively 

small volume of space can be pressurized in this manner. 



 
A jet pump flow multiplier ejects bleed air into a venturi which draws air for pressurization 

from outside the aircraft. 

 

Another method of pressurizing an aircraft using turbine engine compressor bleed air is to have 

the bleed air drive a separate compressor that has an ambient air intake. A turbine turned by 

bleed air rotates a compressor impellor mounted on the same shaft. Outside air is drawn in and 

compressed. 

It is mixed with the bleed air outflow from the turbine and is sent to the pressure vessel. 
Turboprop aircraft often use this device, known as a turbo compressor. [Figure below] 

 
A turbo compressor used to pressurize cabins mostly in turboprop aircraft. 

The most common method of pressurizing turbine-powered aircraft is with an air cycle air 

conditioning and pressurization system. Bleed air is used, and through an elaborate system 

including heat exchangers, a compressor, and an expansion turbine, cabin pressurization and 

the temperature of the pressurizing air are precisely controlled. This air cycle system is 

discussed in greater detail in the air conditioning section of this chapter. [Figure below] 

 

An air cycle air conditioning system used to pressurize the cabin of a business jet 



AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 

 

There are two types of air conditioning systems commonly used on aircraft. Air cycle air 

conditioning is used on most turbine-powered aircraft. It makes use of engine bleed air or APU 

pneumatic air during the conditioning process. Vapour-cycle air conditioning systems are often 

used on reciprocating aircraft. This type system is similar to that found in homes  and 

automobiles. Note that some turbine-powered aircraft also use vapour cycle air conditioning. 

 

Air Cycle Air Conditioning 

Air cycle air conditioning prepares engine bleed air to pressurize the aircraft cabin. The 

temperature and quantity of the air must be controlled to maintain a comfortable cabin 

environment at all altitudes and on the ground. The air cycle system is often called the air 

conditioning package or pack. It is usually located in the lower half of the fuselage or in the tail 

section of turbine-powered aircraft. [Figure below] 

 

Boeing 737 air cycle system. The photo is taken looking up into the air conditioning bay 

located in the lower fuselage on each side of the aircraft. 

 

System Operation 

 

Even with the frigid temperatures experienced at high altitudes, bleed air is too hot to be used 

in the cabin without being cooled. It is let into the air cycle system and routed through a heat 

exchanger where ram air cools the bleed air. 

This cooled bleed air is directed into an air cycle machine. There, it is compressed before 

flowing through a secondary heat exchange that cools the air again with ram air. The bleed  air 

then flows back into the air cycle machine where it drives an expansion turbine and cools even 

further. Water is then removed and the air is mixed with bypassed bleed air for final temperature 

adjustment. It is sent to the cabin through the air distribution system. By examining the 

operation of each component in the air cycle process, a better understanding can be developed 

of how bleed air is conditioned for cabin use. Refer to Figure below, which diagrams the air 

cycle air conditioning system of the Boeing 737. 



 
The air cycle air conditioning system on a Boeing 737. 

 

Pneumatic System Supply 

The air cycle air conditioning system is supplied with air by the aircraft pneumatic system. In 

turn, the pneumatic system is supplied by bleed air tap-offs on each engine compressor section 

or from the APU pneumatic supply. An external pneumatic air supply source may  also be 

connected while the aircraft is stationary on the ground. In normal flight operations, a 

pneumatic manifold is supplied by the engine bleed air through the use of valves, regulators, 

and ducting. The air conditioning packs are supplied by this manifold as are other critical 

airframe systems, such as the anti-ice and hydraulic pressurization system. 



Vapour Cycle Air Conditioning 

The absence of a bleed air source on reciprocating engine aircraft makes the use of an air cycle 

system impractical for conditioning cabin air. Vapour cycle air conditioning is used on most 

non turbine aircraft that are equipped with air conditioning. However, it is not a source of 

pressurizing air as the air cycle system conditioned air is on turbine powered aircraft. The 

vapour cycle system only cools the cabin. If an aircraft equipped with a vapour cycle air 

conditioning system is pressurized, it uses one of the sources discussed in the pressurization 

section above. Vapour cycle air conditioning is a closed system used solely for the transfer of 

heat from inside the cabin to outside of the cabin. It can operate on the ground and in flight. 

 

Theory of Refrigeration 

Energy can be neither created nor destroyed; however, it can be transformed and moved. This 

is what occurs during vapour cycle air conditioning. Heat energy is moved from the cabin air 

into a liquid refrigerant. Due to the additional energy, the liquid changes into a vapour. The 

vapour is compressed and becomes very hot. It is removed from the cabin where the very hot 

vapour refrigerant transfers its heat energy to the outside air. In doing so, the refrigerant cools 

and condenses back into a liquid. The refrigerant returns to the cabin to repeat the cycle of 

energy transfer. [Figure below] 

 

In vapour cycle air conditioning, heat is carried from the cabin to the outside air by a 

refrigerant which changes from a liquid to a vapour and back again. 

 

Heat is an expression of energy, typically measured by temperature. The higher the 

temperature of a substance, the more energy it contains. Heat always flows from hot to cold. 

These terms express the relative amount of energy present in two substances. They do not 

measure the absolute amount of heat present. Without a difference in energy levels, there is 

no transfer of energy (heat). 

Adding heat to a substance does not always raise its temperature. When a substance changes 

state, such as when a liquid changes into a vapour, heat energy is absorbed. This is called latent 

heat. When a vapour condenses into a liquid, this heat energy is given off. The temperature of 

a substance remains constant during its change of state. All energy absorbed or given off, the 

latent heat is used for the change process. Once the change of state is complete, heat added to 

a substance raises the temperature of the substance. After a substance changes state into a 

vapour, the rise in temperature of the vapour caused by the addition of still more heat is called 

superheat. 

The temperature at which a substance changes from a liquid into a vapour when heat is added 
is known as its boiling point. This is the same temperature at which a vapour condenses into a 



liquid when heat is removed. The boiling point of any substance varies directly with pressure. 

When pressure on a liquid is increased, its boiling point increases, and when pressure on a liquid 

is decreased, its boiling point also decreases. For example, water boils at 212 °F at normal 

atmospheric temperature (14.7 psi). When pressure on liquid water is increased to 20 psi, it does 

not boil at 212 °F. More energy is required to overcome the increase in pressure.  It boils at 

approximately 226.4 °F. The converse is also true. 

Water can also boil at a much lower temperature simply by reducing the pressure upon it. With 
only 10 psi of pressure upon liquid water, it boils at 194 °F. [Figure below] 

 
Boiling point of water changes as pressure changes. 

 

Vapour pressure is the pressure of the vapour that exists above a liquid that is in an enclosed 

container at any given temperature. The vapour pressure developed by various substances is 

unique to each substance. A substance that is said to be volatile develops high vapour pressure 

at standard day temperature (59 °F). This is because the boiling point of the substance is much 

lower. The boiling point of tetrafluoroethane (R134a), the refrigerant used in most aircraft 

vapour cycle air conditioning systems, is approximately –15 °F. Its vapour pressure at 59 °F is 

about 71 psi. The vapour pressure of any substance varies directly with temperature. 

 

Basic Vapour Cycle 

Vapour cycle air conditioning is a closed system in which a refrigerant is circulated through 

tubing and a variety of components. The purpose is to remove heat from the aircraft cabin. 

While circulating, the refrigerant changes state. By manipulating the latent heat required to  do 

so, hot air is replaced with cool air in the aircraft cabin. 

To begin, R134a is filtered and stored under pressure in a reservoir known as a receiver dryer. 

The refrigerant is in liquid form. It flows from the receiver dryer through tubing to an expansion 

valve. Inside the valve, a restriction in the form of a small orifice blocks most of the refrigerant. 

Since it is under pressure, some of the refrigerant is forced through the orifice. It emerges as a 

spray of tiny droplets in the tubing downstream of the valve. The tubing is coiled into a radiator 

type assembly known as an evaporator. A fan is positioned to blow cabin air over the surface 

of the evaporator. As it does, the heat in the cabin air is absorbed by the refrigerant, which uses 

it to change state from a liquid to a vapour. So much heat is absorbed that the cabin air blown 

by the fan across the evaporator cools significantly. This is the vapour cycle conditioned air that 

lowers the temperature in the cabin. 

The gaseous refrigerant exiting the evaporator is drawn into a compressor. There, the  pressure 

and the temperature of the refrigerant are increased. The high-pressure high- temperature 

gaseous refrigerant flows through tubing to a condenser. The condenser is like a 



radiator comprised of a great length of tubing with fins attached to promote heat transfer. 

Outside air is directed over the condenser. The temperature of the refrigerant inside is higher 

than the ambient air temperature, so heat is transferred from the refrigerant to the outside air.  

 

The amount of heat given off is enough to cool the refrigerant and to condense it back to a high-

pressure liquid. It flows through tubing and back into the receiver dryer, completing the vapour 

cycle. 

There are two sides to the vapour cycle air conditioning system. One accepts heat and is known 

as the low side. The other gives up heat and is known as the high side. The low and high refer 

to the temperature and pressure of the refrigerant. As such, the compressor and the expansion 

valve are the two components that separate the low side from the high side of the cycle. [Figure 

below] Refrigerant on the low side is characterized as having low pressure and temperature. 

Refrigerant on the high side has high pressure and temperature. 

 

A basic vapour cycle air conditioning system. The compressor and the expansion valve are the 

two components that separate the low side from the high side of the cycle. This figure illustrates 

this division. Refrigerant on the low side is characterized as having low pressure and 

temperature. Refrigerant on the high side has high pressure and temperature. 



ICE CONTROL SYSTEMS 

 

Rain, snow, and ice are transportation’s long-time enemies. Flying has added a new dimension, 

particularly with respect to ice. Under certain atmospheric conditions, ice can build rapidly on 

airfoils and air inlets. On days when there is visible moisture in the air, ice can form on aircraft 

leading edge surfaces at altitudes where freezing temperatures start. Water droplets in the air 

can be super cooled to below freezing without actually turning into ice unless they are disturbed 

in some manner. This unusual occurrence is partly due to the surface tension of the water droplet 

not allowing the droplet to expand and freeze. However, when aircraft surfaces disturb these 

droplets, they immediately turn to ice on the aircraft surfaces. 

The two types of ice encountered during flight are clear and rime. Clear ice forms when the 

remaining liquid portion of the water drop flows out over the aircraft surface, gradually freezing 

as a smooth sheet of solid ice. Formation occurs when droplets are large, such as in rain or in 

cumuliform clouds. Clear ice is hard, heavy, and tenacious. Its removal by deicing equipment 

is especially difficult. Rime ice forms when water drops are small, such as those in stratified 

clouds or light drizzle. The liquid portion remaining after initial impact freezes rapidly before 

the drop has time to spread over the aircraft surface. The small frozen droplets trap air giving 

the ice a white appearance. Rime ice is lighter in weight than clear ice and its weight is of little 

significance. 

However, its irregular shape and rough surface decrease the effectiveness of the aerodynamic 

efficiency of airfoils, reducing lift and increasing drag. Rime ice is brittle and more easily 

removed than clear ice. 

Mixed clear and rime icing can form rapidly when water drops vary in size or when liquid 

drops intermingle with snow or ice particles. Ice particles become imbedded in clear ice, 

building a very rough accumulation sometimes in a mushroom shape on leading edges. Ice may 

be expected to form whenever there is visible moisture in the air and temperature is near or 

below freezing. An exception is carburetor icing, which can occur during warm weather with 

no visible moisture present. 

Ice or frost forming on aircraft creates two basic hazards: 

1. The resulting malformation of the airfoil that could decrease the amount of lift. 
2. The additional weight and unequal formation of the ice that could cause unbalancing of the 

aircraft, making it hard to control. 

 

Enough ice to cause an unsafe flight condition can form in a very short period of time, thus 

some method of ice prevention or removal is necessary. Figure below shows the effects of ice 

on a leading edge. 

 

Formation of ice on aircraft leading edge. 



ICE DETECTOR SYSTEM: 

 

Ice can be detected visually, but most modern aircraft have one or more ice detector sensors 

that warn the flight crew of icing conditions. An annuciator light comes on to alert the flight 

crew. In some aircraft models, multiple ice detectors are used, and the ice detection system 

automatically turns on the WAI systems when icing is detected. [Figure below] 

 
An ice detector alerts the flight crew of icing conditions and, on some aircraft, automatically 

activates ice protection systems. One or more detectors are located on the forward fuselage. 

 

Ice Prevention 

Several means to prevent or control ice formation are used in aircraft today: 

1. Heating surfaces with hot air 

2. Heating by electrical elements 

3. Breaking up ice formations, usually by inflatable boots 

4. Chemical application 

Equipment is designed for anti-icing or for de-icing. Anti-icing equipment is turned on before 

entering icing conditions and is designed to prevent ice from forming. A surface may be anti- 

iced by keeping it dry, by heating to a temperature that evaporates water upon impingement, or 

by heating the surface just enough to prevent freezing, maintaining it running wet. 

De-icing equipment is designed to remove ice after it begins to accumulate typically on the 

wings and stabilizer leading edges. Ice may be controlled on aircraft structure by the methods 

described in Figure below. 

 
Typical ice control methods. 

 

Stabilizer Anti-Icing Systems 

The wing leading edges, or leading edge slats, and horizontal and vertical stabilizer leading 

edges of many aircraft make and models have anti-icing systems installed to prevent the 

formation of ice on these components. The most common anti-icing systems used are thermal 



pneumatic, thermal electric, and chemical. Most general aviation (GA) aircraft equipped to fly 

in icing conditions use pneumatic deicing boots, a chemical anti-ice system. High- performance 

aircraft may have “weeping wings.” Large transport-category aircraft are equipped with 

advanced thermal pneumatic or thermal electric anti-icing systems that are controlled 

automatically to prevent the formation of ice. 

 

Thermal Pneumatic Anti-icing 

Thermal systems used for the purpose of preventing the formation of ice or for de-icing airfoil 

leading edges usually use heated air ducted span wise along the inside of the leading edge of 

the airfoil and distributed around its inner surface. These thermal pneumatic anti- icing systems 

are used for wings, leading edge slats, horizontal and vertical stabilizers, engine inlets, and 

more. There are several sources of heated air, including hot air bled from the turbine 

compressor, engine exhaust heat exchangers, and ram air heated by a combustion heater. 

 

Wing Anti-Ice (WAI) System 

Thermal wing anti-ice (WAI or TAI) systems for business jet and large-transport category 

aircraft typically use hot air bled from the engine compressor. [Figure below] Relatively  large 

amounts of very hot air can be bled off the compressor, providing a satisfactory source of anti-

icing heat. 

 
Aircraft with thermal WAI system. 

The hot air is routed through ducting, manifolds, and valves to components that need to be anti-

iced. Figure below shows a typical WAI system schematic for a business jet. 

 
Thermal WAI system. 



The bleed air is routed to each wing leading edge by an ejector in each wing inboard area.  The 

ejector discharges the bleed air into piccolo tubes for distribution along the leading edge. Fresh 

ambient air is introduced into the wing leading edge by two flush-mounted ram air scoops in 

each wing leading edge, one at the wing root and one near the wingtip. The ejectors entrain 

ambient air, reduce the temperature of the bleed air, and increase the mass airflow in the piccolo 

tubes. The wing leading edge is constructed of two skin layers separated by a narrow 

passageway. [Figure below] The air directed against the leading edge can only escape through 

the passageway, after which it is vented overboard through a vent in the  bottom of the wingtip. 

 
Heated wing leading edge. 

 

When the WAI switch is turned on, the pressure regulator is energized and the shutoff valve 

opens. When the wing leading edge temperature reaches approximately +140 °F, temperature 

switches turn on the operation light above the switch. If the temperature in the wing leading 

edge exceeds approximately +212 °F (outboard) or +350 °F (inboard), the red WING OV HT 

warning light on the annunciator panel illuminates. When installing a section of duct, make 

certain that the seal bears evenly against and is compressed by the adjacent joint’s flange. When 

specified, the ducts should be pressure tested at the pressure recommended by the manufacturer 

of the aircraft concerned. Leak checks are made to detect defects in the duct that would permit 

the escape of heated air. The rate of leakage at a given pressure should not exceed that 

recommended in the aircraft maintenance manual. 

Air leaks can often be detected audibly and are sometimes revealed by holes in the lagging or 

thermal insulation material. However, if difficulty arises in locating leaks, a soap-and water 

solution may be used. All ducting should be inspected for security, general condition, or 

distortion. Lagging or insulating blankets must be checked for security and must be free of 

flammable fluids, such as oil or hydraulic fluid. 

 

Leading Edge Slat Anti-Ice System 

Aircraft that utilize leading edge slats often use bleed air from the engine compressor to prevent 

the formation of frost on these surfaces. On a modern transport category aircraft, the pneumatic 

system supplies bleed air for this purpose. WAI valves control the air flow from the pneumatic 

system to WAI ducts. The WAI ducts carry the air to the slats. Holes in the bottom of each slat 

let the air out. 

The airfoil and cowl ice protection system (ACIPS) computer card controls the WAI valves, 

and pressure sensors send duct air pressure data to the computer. The aircrew can select an auto 

or manual mode with the WAI selector. In the auto mode, the system turns on when the ice 

detection system detects ice. The off and on positions are used for manual control of the WAI 

system. The WAI system is only used in the air, except for ground tests. The weight on 



wheels system and/ or airspeed data disarms the system when the aircraft is on the ground. 

[Figure below] 

 

Wing leading edge slat anti-ice system 

 

Thermal Electric Anti-Icing 

Electricity is used to heat various components on an aircraft so that ice does not form. This type 

of anti-ice is typically limited to small components due to high amperage draw.  Effective 

thermal electric anti-ice is used on most air  data probes, such as pitot tubes, static air ports, 

TAT and AOA probes, ice detectors, and engine P2/T2 sensors. Water lines, waste water drains, 

and some turboprop inlet cowls are also heated with electricity to prevent ice from forming. 

Transport category and high performance aircraft use thermal electric anti- icing in windshields. 

In devices that use thermal electric anti-ice, current flows through an integral conductive 

element that produces heat. 

The temperature of the component is elevated above the freezing point of water so ice cannot 

form. Various schemes are used, such as an internal coil wire, externally wrapped blankets or 

tapes, as well as conductive films and heated gaskets. A basic discussion of probe heat follows. 

Windshield heat and portable water heat anti-ice are discussed later in this chapter. Propeller 

deices boots, which also are used for anti-ice, are also thermal electric and discussed in this 

chapter. Data probes that protrude into the ambient airstream are particularly susceptible to ice 

formation in flight. 

 

Probes with thermal electric anti-icing on one commercial airliner. 



Figure above illustrates the types and location probes that use thermal electric heat on one 

airliner. A pitot tube, for example, contains an internal electric element that is controlled by a 

switch in the cockpit. Use caution checking the function of the pitot heat when the aircraft is 

on the ground. The tube gets extremely hot since it must keep ice from forming at altitude in 

temperatures near -50 °F at speeds possibly over 500 miles per hour. An ammeter or load meter 

in the circuit can be used as a substitute to touching the probe, if so equipped. 

Simple probe heat circuits exist on GA aircraft with a switch and a circuit breaker to activate 

and protect the device. 

Advanced aircraft may have more complex circuitry in which control is by computer and flight 

condition of the aircraft is considered before thermal electric heaters are activated 

automatically. 

 
Pitot probe heat system. 

Figure above shows such a circuit for a pitot tube. The primary flight computer (PFC) supplies 

signals for the air data card (ADC) to energize ground and air heat control relays to activate 

probe heat. Information concerning speed of the aircraft, whether it is in the air or on the 

ground, and if the engines are running are factors considered by the ADC logic. Similar control 

is use for other probe heaters. 

 

Chemical Anti-Icing 

Chemical anti-icing is used in some aircraft to anti-ice the leading edges of the wing, stabilizers, 

windshields, and propellers. The wing and stabilizer systems are often called weeping wing 

systems or are known by their trade name of TKS™ systems. Ice protection is based upon the 

freezing point depressant concept. An antifreeze solution is pumped from a reservoir through 

a mesh screen embedded in the leading edges of the wings and stabilizers. Activated by a switch 

in the cockpit, the liquid flows over the wing and tail surfaces, preventing the formation of ice 

as it flows. 

The solution mixes with the super cooled water in the cloud, depresses its freezing point, and 

allows the mixture to flow off of the aircraft without freezing. The system is designed to anti- 

ice, but it is also capable of de-icing an aircraft as well. When ice has accumulated on the 

leading edges, the antifreeze solution chemically breaks down the bond between the ice and 

airframe. This allows aerodynamic forces to carry the ice away. Thus, the system clears the 

airframe of accumulated ice before transitioning to anti-ice protection. Figure below shows a 

chemical anti-ice system. 



 

Chemical de-icing system. 

The TKS™ weeping wing system contains formed titanium panels that are laser drilled with 

over 800 tiny holes (.0025 inch diameter) per square inch. These are mated with non perforated 

stainless steel rear panels and bonded to wing and stabilizer leading edges. As  fluid is delivered 

from a central reservoir and pump, it seeps through the holes. Aerodynamic forces cause the 

fluid to coat the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. The glycol based fluid prevents ice 

from adhering to the aircraft structure. Some aircraft with weeping wing systems are certified 

to fly into known icing conditions. Others use it as a hedge against unexpected ice encountered 

in flight. The systems are basically the same. Reservoir capacity permits 1- 2 hours of operation. 

TKSTM weeping wings are used primarily on reciprocating aircraft that lack a supply of warm 

bleed air for the installation of a thermal anti-ice system. However, the system is simple and 

effective leading to its use on some turbine powered corporate aircraft as well. 

Pneumatic Deice Boot System for GA Aircraft 

GA aircraft, especially twin-engine models, are commonly equipped with pneumatic deicer 

systems. Rubber boots are attached with glue to the leading edges of the wings and stabilizers. 

These boots have a series of inflatable tubes. During operation, the tubes are inflated and 

deflated in an alternating cycle. 

 

[Figure below] This inflation and deflation causes the ice to crack and break off. The ice is 

then carried away by the airstream. Boots used in GA aircraft typically inflate and deflate along 

the length of the wing. In larger turbo prop aircraft, the boots are installed in sections along the 

wing with the different sections operating alternately and symmetrically about the 



fuselage. This is done so that  any disturbance to airflow caused by an inflated tube is kept to  a 
minimum by inflating only short sections on each wing at a time. 

 

Cross-section of a pneumatic de-icing boot uninflected (top) and inflated (bottom). 

Ice and Snow Removal 

Probably the most difficult deposit to deal with is deep, wet snow when ambient temperatures 

are slightly above the freezing point. This type of deposit should be removed with a soft  brush 

or squeegee. Use care to avoid damage to antennas, vents, stall warning devices, vortex 

generators, etc., that may be concealed by the snow. Light, dry snow in subzero temperatures 

should be blown off whenever possible; the use of hot air is not recommended, since this would 

melt the snow, which would then freeze and require further treatment. 

Moderate or heavy ice and residual snow deposits should be removed with a de-icing fluid. No 

attempt should be made to remove ice deposits or break an ice bond by force. 

After completion of de-icing operations, inspect the aircraft to ensure that its condition is 

satisfactory for flight. All external surfaces should be examined for signs of residual snow or 

ice, particularly in the vicinity of control gaps and hinges. 

Check the drain and pressure sensing ports for obstructions. When it becomes necessary to 

physically remove a layer of snow, all protrusions and vents should be examined for signs of 

damage. Control surfaces should be moved to ascertain that they have full and free 

movement. The landing gear mechanism, doors and bay, and wheel brakes should be 

inspected for snow or ice deposits and the operation of up locks and micro switches checked. 

Snow or ice can enter turbine engine intakes and freeze in the compressor. If the compressor 

cannot be turned by hand for this reason, hot air should be blown through the engine until the 

rotating parts are free. 

 

Rain Control Systems 

There are several different ways to remove the rain from the windshields. Most aircraft use one 

or a combination of the following systems: windshield wipers, chemical rain repellent, 

pneumatic rain removal (jet blast), or windshields treated with a hydrophobic surface seal 

coating. 

 

Windshield Wiper Systems 

In an electrical windshield wiper system, the wiper blades are driven by an electric motor(s) 

that receive (s) power from the aircraft’s electrical system. On some aircraft, the pilot’s and co-

pilot’s windshield wipers are operated by separate systems to ensure that clear vision is 

maintained through one of the windows should one system fail. Each windshield wiper 



assembly consists of a wiper, wiper arm, and a wiper motor/converter. Almost all windshield 

wiper systems use electrical motors. Some older aircraft might be equipped with hydraulic 

wiper motors. [Figure below] 

 
Windshield wiper assembly/installation on a transport category aircraft. The motor- 

converter is mounted under the aircraft skin. 

Maintenance performed on windshield wiper systems consists of operational checks, 

adjustments and troubleshooting. An operational check should be performed whenever a 

system component is replaced or whenever the system is suspected of not working properly. 

During the check, make sure that the windshield area covered by the wipers is free of foreign 

matter and is kept wet with water. Adjustment of a windshield wiper system consists of 

adjusting the wiper blade tension, the angle at which the blade sweeps across the windshield, 

and proper parking of the wiper blades. 

 

Chemical Rain Repellent 

Water poured onto clean glass spreads out evenly. Even when the glass is held at a steep  angle 

or subjected to air velocity, the glass remains wetted by a thin film of water. However, when 

glass is treated with certain chemicals, a transparent film is formed that causes the  water to 

behave very much like mercury on glass. The water draws up into beads that cover only a 

portion of the glass and the area between beads is dry. The water is readily removed from the 

glass. This principle lends itself quite naturally to removing rain from aircraft windshields. The 

high-velocity slipstream continually removes the water beads, leaving a large part of the 

window dry. 

A rain repellent system permits application of the chemical repellent by a switch or push button 

in the cockpit. The proper amount of repellent is applied regardless of how long the switch is 

held. On some systems, a solenoid valve controlled by a time delay module meters the repellent 

to a nozzle which sprays it on the outside of the windshield. Two such units  exist — one each 

for the forward glass of the pilot and co-pilot. [Figure below] 



 

Cockpit rain repellant canister and reservoir. 

 

This system should only be used in very wet conditions. The rain repellent system should not 

be operated on dry windows because heavy undiluted repellent restricts window visibility. 

Should the system be operated inadvertently, do not operate the windshield wipers or rain 

clearing system as this tends to increase smearing. Also, the rain repellent residues caused by 

application in dry weather or very light rain can cause staining or minor corrosion of the aircraft 

skin. To prevent this, any concentrated repellent or residue should be removed by a thorough 

fresh water rinse at the earliest opportunity. After application, the repellent film slowly 

deteriorates with continuing rain impingement. This makes periodic reapplication necessary. 

The length of time between applications depends upon rain intensity, the type of repellent used, 

and whether windshield wipers are used. 

 

Windshield Surface Seal Coating 

Some aircraft models use a surface seal coating, also called hydrophobic coating that is on the 

outside of the pilot’s/ co-pilot’s windshield. [Figure below] The word hydrophobic means to 

repel or not absorb water. The windshield hydrophobic coating is on the external surface of the 

windows (windshields). The coatings cause raindrops to bead up and roll off, allowing the flight 

crew to see through the windshield with very little distortion. The hydrophobic windshield 

coating reduces the need for wipers and gives the flight crew better visibility during heavy rain. 

 
Hydrophobic coating on windshield. 



Most new aircraft windshields are treated with surface seal coating. The manufacturer’s coating 

process deeply penetrates the windshield surface providing hydrophobic action for quite some 

time. When effectiveness declines, products made to be applied in the field are used. These 

liquid treatments rubbed onto the surface of the windshield maintain the beading action of rain 

water. They must be applied periodically or as needed. 

Pneumatic Rain Removal Systems 

Windshield wipers characteristically have two basic problem areas. One is the tendency of  the 

slipstream aerodynamic forces to reduce the wiper blade loading pressure on the window, 

causing ineffective wiping or streaking. The other is in achieving fast enough wiper oscillation 

to keep up with high rain impingement rates during heavy rain falls. As a result, most aircraft 

wiper systems fail to provide satisfactory vision in heavy rain. 

 
Windshield rain and frost removal system. 

 

The rain removal system shown in Figure above controls windshield icing and removes rain 

by directing a flow of heated air over the windshield. This heated air serves two purposes. First, 

the air breaks the rain drops into small particles that are then blown away. Secondly, the air 

heats the windshield to prevent the moisture from freezing. The air can be supplied by an 

electric blower or by bleed air. 
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